Our broad portfolio of access control hardware, complemented by our alliances with leading technology providers, enables you to offer innovative, cost effective solutions to address a variety of security needs. This reference guide illustrates the most recent integrations our PACS providers have completed with our connected devices. Please visit us.allegion.com/alliances for details.
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- RS-485
- Wi-Fi (offline)
- Wiegand
- IP/PoE
- No-Tour
- Advanced offline

- 3xLOGIC
- AccessNsite
- AMAG
- AVIGILON
- BADGEPASS
- bits
- BluBOX
- brivo
- c bord
- CDVI
- EZ-DOOR
- Feenics
- Galaxy Control Systems
- Galaxy Control Systems
- Gallagher
- Genetec
- Honeywell
- ICT
- IDENTIV

- NDE
- LE
- AD-300
- AD-400
- Wiegand
- Schlage Control™
- RU/RM
- CTE wireless controller
- AD-300
- AD-400
- IP/PoE
- No-Tour
- Advanced offline